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248 Prof. H. F. Dawes on Image 

This gives, in order of approximation, 

b ~ b ~ a~p ~ b ~ l la2p 2 ap (3b2 + 28a~p2 ) ~. 
~c' F0=~c  + 4c ' F0=4c  + ~  -+ c 

In these p never occurs in the denominator, so that, as 
might be expected, viscosity of disylacement of charge would 
increase the field required for breakdown as the frequency 
is raised, and this is not the case. 

Dielectric hysteresis must fllere[ore be considered as 
neither a static nor a viscous retardation of displacement, 
but as a quasi-elastic adjustment of equilibrium of the field 
of irJterattraction between opposite charges in molecules 
whose (fixed) axes are in perfect confusion of alignment; 
the molecules being partly polarized, and interattraction 
started, by the application of the external field. 

XXX.  Image _h'ormatlon by Cr~tstalline 3ledia. JBy It .  F. 
Dxwv, s, Professor o.F P l~y sics, Mc3[aster University, Toronto, 
Canada *. 

I N 1877 Stokes t discussed the question of the position of 
the im~ge (the "apparent  depth" of an object-point) 

due to the refraction of light from a crystal to air through a 
cleavage-plane or other plane refracting surface. This paper 
was written with the object of developing a method of testing 
crystals by applying the then recently discovered microscope 
method of determining the index of refraction, and was 
tested out for a great many specimens by Sorby :~. 

Stokes's investigation does not seem to have been very 
generally follo~ved up or applied from an optical point of 
view, although the results are particularly interesting in the 
study of the optical properties of' crystals. In fact, the 
only record of tim application of the principles developed 
which I have been able to find is in Clay's admirable 
collection of Experiments in Light. Independent of these 
sources, however, the writer developed in 1908 a simple 
laboratory experiment of the type under consideration for 
use in h{s laboratory classes at the Physical Laboratory of 
the University of Toronto. ]n addition to the phenomena 
considered by Stokes there are further cases of nnage 
formation which are interesting and important~ and the 
writer proposes to consider certain of these. 

* Communicated by :Professor J. O. MeLennan~ F.R.S. 
+ @. G. Stokes, :Prec. Roy. See. xxvi. p. 386 (1877). 
++ Sorby, ibid. p. 384. 
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~ormatlon by Crystalline Media. 249 

General Considerations. 

The ordinary light in uniaxial crystals is propagated in 
precisely the same way as in ordinary isotropic substances, 
so that the laws for image-formation by this light are well 
known and need no further discussion. I t  is the extra- 
ordinary images in these crystals and both images in biaxials 
which follow more complex laws,--due to the inore compli- 
cated shape of the wave-front and the fact that the rays are 
not necessarily at right angles to the waves. In investi- 
gating the laws for the image-formation in such cases, there- 
fore, it is necessary to take into account the curvatures of 
the incident wave as well as the nature of the refracting 
surface and the change of velocity on refract~ion. The image 
is in general astigmatic, so that the investigation involves 
the determination of the positions and directions of two 
focal lines. 

As an example of the method which must be employed, 
consider the formation of the image o[ a point-source within 
a uaiaxial crystal by the extraordinary light refracted into 
air through a plane snrfhce which is normal to the optic 
axis of the crystal. Such an image is intended to be seen 
by the eye or a low-power microscope, so that the pencil of 
rays coming from object or image-point is of small angular 
aperture. For this reason the standard approximations of 
the "f i rs t  o rder"  discussion of image-formation are justified 
and will be assmned without comment. The procedure here 
followed is not the same as that of Stokes, although it 
amounts to the same thing in the end. 

As is well known *, this extraordinary wave in a uniaxial 
crystal travels out from a point-source in the form of a 
spheroid whose axis of revolution is the optic axis oi' the 
crystal. The following are geometrical and optical properties 
of such a wave-front. 

The principal indices of re[raction are ~l I equal to V/a, 
and n: equal to V/c, (1), where V is the velocity of light in 
air (or vacumn), a is the velocity of the extraordinary wave 
along the axis, and c its velocity at r ight  angles to the axis ; 
a is also the velocity of the ordinary wave. 

I f  a wave has travelled a distance x along the axis it has 
also travelled a distance ~/ at r ight angles to the axis such 
that Zt=cx]a, (2), so that the semi-axes of the wave-surface 

-~ Drude, ~Theory of Optics,' Properties of Transparent Crystals, 
from (55) setting b equal to c. Further relations are quoted or are 
deduced very directly from results in the same chapter; they will be 
referred to by the number of the equation which represents them. 
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250 Prof, It .  F. Dawes on Image 

are x, y, y. The radius of curvature of the spheroid in any 
normal section at its pole is 

= ~ / ~  = c~/~ ~ = ~ : ~ / ~ ,  (3). 

The diagrams are drawn to correspond to a crystal of 
principal indices nl----4/3 ~md n2--=2. The trace of the wave 
is shown at incidence and just after refraction; also the 
circle of curvature of the elliptic wave is shown in certain 
cases. The traces for actual wave-positions are indicated by 
continuous lines and for "virtual " wave-positions by dotted 
lines. 

:For the example under consideration the source of light P 
lies within the crystal at a distance io from the refracting 
surface at M (fig. 1). The ordinary waves form an image 

Fig. 1. 
p ' - ~ ~  

S' 

�9 ! ! w 

P Q R S M 

Cr vste~l Air 

at a distance q from M such that p/q is equal to T/l, (4), as 
in ordinary isotropic substances. The extraordinary waves 
also form an image, but it is not situated at Q, although the 
two sets of waves travel with the same velocity along PM. 
(This is contrary to the statement usually made in discussions 
of this subject, ~iz., that only one image is seen on looking 
along the axis into a crystal. I t  is true that the eye seems 
to see only one image, but this is because the one image is 
vertically beneath the other and the depth of ibcus of the 
eye is very great compared with the distance between the 
images. The presence of the two images may, however, be 
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.Formation by Crystalline Media. 251 

readily demonstrated by means of a microscope ; for example, 
in the case of calcspar it is necessary to move the microscope~ 
along its axis a distance of about one-seventh of the depth 
of the object-point in the crystal in order to change the focus 
from the one image to the other.) 

The formation of this second image arises from the fact 
that although the wa'~es have equal velocities along the axis 
they have not the same curvatures, and the position of the 
image is determined not only by the change of velocity on 
refraction but also by the change of curvature. Since the 
wave has travelled a distance p along the axis, the radius of 
curvature of the wave-fron~ is c2p/a ~ as it reaches the 
refracting surface, by (3). Now, when refraction takes 
place at a plane refracting surface, the r~,tio of the curvatures 
of the incident and refracted waves is equal to the ratio of 
the velocities of light in the two media. Hence the radius 
of curvature of the wave as it enters the air is given by 

8 a 8 C2~0 
c'~7/a "~ - V '  i .  e .  - a V  ; 

and since the image in air is situated at the centre of 
curvature S of the waves coming from it, the distance s must 
be the required distance from the refracting surface to the 
image. In the diagram, prM is the incident wave, R'M its 
circle of curvature, and S'M the refracted wave. 

These results may be used to measure the principal extra- 
ordinary index of the crystal by the microscope method. 
Thus, .sip which is equal to c2/aV is also equal to ~h/n2 ~, (5), 
by (1). The image is therefore at the same depth as it 
would be in a substance of index n.,S/n~, and the value of n~ 
is given by 

It 1 })"  
or ~ ,  by (4). 

The values of p, q, and s will then be found by focussing 
the microscope in turn on P, Q, and S, and finally on M. 

~o one appears to have called attention to the fact that 
the two images cannot be distinguished from one another by 
the usual polarization test if the eye or microscope is placed 
symmetrically over the axis of the crystal through the 
source. For, in the wave-front of the extraordinary pencil 
the vibration directions radiate out equally in all directions 
from the axis, so that an analyser will transmit the same 
amount of light in all azimuths and the source will appear to 
be of the same brightness for all positions of the a~alyser. 
On the other hand, in the wave-front of" the ordinary pencil 
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252 Prof. H. F. Dawes on Image 

the vibrations are uniformly transversal about the axis as 
centre, and therefore the image formed by this pencil will 
also seem of constant brightness as the analyser is rotated. 
If, however, there is any departure from tim symmetry of 
the position of the eye, the- brightness of the images will 
change as the analyser is rotated, so that the images may be 
distinguished. Even in this case there is no position of the 
analyser which will produce complete extinction of either 
image. 

IMAGE FORMATION UNDER OTIIER TYPES OE 
C I R C U M S T A N C E S .  

1. Image of a point in air tq/ light refracted into a uniaxial 
crystal through a 1)lane interface normal to the optic a:cis.~ 
The position of the image in this ease may be determined by 
a process similar to the above. Thus, in fig. 2, with the 

Fig. 2. 

It' ....... 

""..,Air ~rrystal  A i r  

l I | . ~ n -  | I 

R Q p  .Mt~N 
source at P, the curvature of the wave P'M before refraction 
is 1/1o ; after refraction it will be a/V10. But after refraction 
the wave will proceed as part of a spheroid R ' N  whose 
principal curvature has this value, the rays radiating from 
the centre R of the spheroid. Since the required image is 
at tile point from which the light thus ratliates, its position 
is this centre and its distance from the refracting surface is 
~he corresponding semi-axis of the spheroid. In accordanco 
wi~h (3) this distance is 

r -  awl0 (6), 
- -  c2a  , 

or, in terms of the indices, u2~p/nl. This distance also is 
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Formation by Crystalline 3Iedia. 253 

the same as if the light were being refracted into a substance 
of index .22/7~1. 

2. Imaqe formed by direct refraction throu~]t a plane 
parallel plate of uniaxial crystal of thickness t, the faces being 
normal to the axis.--The light is refracted into the crystal in 
accordance with the law developed in the preceding section, 
and is refracted out according to that of the first example 
considere~l. Thus, if the source of light is at P i n  fig. 2 at 
the distance p from the first sm'ihce M, the virtual source of 
the refracted pencil is R at the distance n22p/'nl from that 
surface (as in Section 1) amt consequently at the distance 
t+~2p/.n~ from N at the second surface of the plate. The 
image formed by the second refraction is therefore by (5) 
situated at S at the distance p+ tnl/n.~ ~ from bT. 

The distance from the final image to the original source is 
t(1--n~/n22), (7), so that the image is "drawn u p "  toward 
the observer by this amount, which is the same as for an 
isotropic plate of index n2~/nl and is independent of the 
distance of the source. 

3. Image formed @ direct re/~action from one uniaxlal 
crystal to another through a plane sub:face of separation which is 
normal to the axis of ectch c~wstal.~The set of waves forming 
the image is extraordinary in both crystals, since the plane 
of incidence and refraction is a principal section in each. 

One m:,y deduce the law for the image position in this 
case from the laws developed for retraction front air to 
crystal and from crystal to air. Suppose for the moment 
that the two crystals are separated by a plane parallel air- 
space of thickness t, and that the light is refracted from 
crystal 1 into this air-space and then into crystal 2. Accord- 
ing to (5) the image tbrmed by the first refraction is situated 
at the distance ~,'p/nJ 2 f,'om the first refractina surface, and 
therefore ( t+n~p/nJ ~) from the second. Since this image 
forms the source with reference to the second surface, it 
follows by (6) that the distance of the final image from this 
surface is (t + 

~ow the direction of the final ~)art of any of the rays 
forming this image is independent of the thickness of the 
air-space, and is therefore the same as if the thickness were 
indefinitely diminished, i. e., as if the crystals were in optical 
contact. Hence the required image position, which is deter- 
mined by the direction of the rays for optical contact, is the 
limiting position of the above image when the value of" t is 
reduced to zero. Its distance from the surface of contact 
will therefore be 

~21|2 l ~  12 
I ~e2 

P 
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254 Prof. H. F. Dawes on Image 

As in other cases considered, this distance is just the same as 
if the light were refracted from a substance of absolute 
refractive index n~'~/nl I to one of index n~"Z/nl ". 

4. 7[mage formed by direct refraction through a series of 
2lane parallel plates of uniaxial cr.qstal all having optic axes 
in the common normal to the surfaces.--The extraordinary 
~wave in the first crystal will be extraordinary in all successive 
plates and the ordinary will remain ordinary, so that only 
two im~,ges will be formed at each stage. 

By the argument of Section 3 the image-position at each 
stage and therefore the final image-position will be the same 
as if the light were refracted into and out of a thin air-film 
of negligible thickness separating each pair of plates. By 
(7) the image is "drawn u p "  toward the observer a distance 
t(l_~nl/n~2), on account of refraction through any plate of 
thickness t and indices nl and n:, and this " drawing u p "  
process will be repeated for each plate of the series. Hence 
the image will be nearer to the observer than the original 
source by the stun of all such quantities as t(1--nl/n2~). 
The case of some plates being isotropie is of course included 
in this, the corresponding displacement terms being obtained 
by setting nl equal to n~. 

5. Image-formation b~ " direct refraction" through a lens 
of uniaxial crystal with optic axis l~/ing alo~ W the geometrical 
axis.~Recall that for refraction from a medium of index n ~ 
to one of index n rl through a surface of curvature 1/r, the 
object and image distances are related by the law 

n t !  n r 

. . . . .  k, ( 8 ) ,  
V ~t 

where k is the dioptric power of the surface and is equal to 
(n"-n ' ) / r ,  (9). No te  that this is fundamentally a relation 
between the curvature 1/u of the incident wave and the 
curvature 1/v of the refracted wave. 

In the case under consideration, the l~ght-wave Pq~i fi'om 
a point P on the axis (fig. 3) is incident on the first 
surface M;  is refracted as a spheroidal wave R~M whose 
centre of curvature is a certain point Q and centre of radiation 
the centre of the spheroid R ;  is incident on the second 
surface N as a wave with centre of curvature at a point S ; 
is finally refracted into air as a homocen~ric pencil of 
centre T. T is the required image-point. 

Since the light travels along the axis of the crystal with 
the velocity corresponding to the index nl, the powers of the 
first and second surfaces will be k' and k", equal to (hi-- l ) / r '  
and (1--n~)/r", by (9). In accordance with (3) 

RM=n22 . QM/,h 2 and R N = n 2  ~ . SN/n~ ~, (10). 
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Formation by Cr2]stalllne Media. 255 

Draw the rt,y PABC whose successive directions make 
the angles a, /~, ~/ with the axis ; the line QA makes the 
angle ~ with the axis. These angles, much exaggerated in 
the diagram, are sufficiently small to admit of the ordinary 
approximations of the standard " f i r s t  o rder"  discussions of 
the principles of image-formation. 

Fig. 3. 

1 _ 

/ 

The line SB is parallel to QA. For the time required to 
travel from any one wave-position to any other is tile same 
for all rays ; and for any given ray this time is proportional 
to the distance between the waves. Hence, since A lies on 
the wave-front R 'M from R and B lies on the corresponding 
wave-front through N, it follows that  RA : RB :: RM : RN. 
But  QA : SB in this same ratio by (10), so that the triangles 
R Q s  and RSB are similar. 

The distances from A and B to the axis are 

y'---- PM . a = QM. ~ = R M .  fl, 

and 2 ] " = R N . / 3 =  SN . ~ = T N  . 7, (11) ; 

and, in view of these values, standard relations for the first 
and second refractions may be written from (8) as follows : 

nl~--a=k'y' , (12), 

and 7--nl~ = k"2]", (13). 

The problem now resolves itself into the elimination of 
the quantities which are involved in the use of particular 
rays and of the intermediate image formed within the medium 
of the lens. By this process the law for the image-position 
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256 Prof. H. F. Dawes on Imaye 

is determined in terms of the optical constants of the system 
and the position of the object. The method corresponds to 
the standard one of dealing with a thick lens. Thus : 

7- -  a = k'y'  + k"y", by addition, from (12, 13), 
= @ ' + k " y ' + k " t ~ ,  by (11), 
= k'~' + k'rj 1-4- ~I'tnl~/n2 ~ 
= k'y' + k"~/A- ]~"tnlkly'/n~ 

+k'/tnl~/n~ ~, by (12). 
Hence 

y/a = K .  PM + (1 + ]~'tn~/,:2), (14), 

where K is the power of the system and is equal to 

]c' + k" "4- ]c' k 'Itnl/n~ 2, (15). 
Similarly, 

a/~,= - -K . TN+  (1 + k'tn,/n~), (16). 

(14) and (16) state the fundamental general law for the 
image-position by expressing the distances from the refracting 
surfaces to object and image in terms of the ratio ~//a, which 
may be considered an arbitrary parameter. These formnlze 
are similar to the standard formulae for a lens of isotropic 
substance*, the modification consisting essentially in that 
the distance travelled within the crystal is divided by n~'~/n~, 
corresponding to division by the index in ordinary lenses. 
The positions of the cardinal points of the lens and the lens 
formulm of standard type may therefore be written down on 
this basis. 

In addition to the image system formed by the light 
which traverses the lens as the extraordinary wave-front, 
there is an image system produced by the ordinary wave- 
front, and although the light traverses the lens in the 
neighbourhood of' the optic axis the two image-systems are 
not coincident. The fundamental formulae corresponding to 
(14, 16, 15) are for this system, 

~ / ~ = K ' .  P M +  (l+~"tl~), (17), 
~/~= - - K ' .  T'N+ (1 + k't/n~), (18), 

where K' the power of the lens is 

k' +k"  +k'k"t /nl ,  (19). 

It  will be seen that the difference in the two sets of" 
to, mul~e lies in the terms which involve the thickness of the 
lens, so that the two images of an object coincide when and 

* See Hermann, ' Geometrical Optics,' p. 67. 
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Formation bj Crystalline kledia. 257 

only when the thickness is negligible. In consequence of 
this it will not be possible with thick lenses of crystal to 
focus sharply either on a photographic plato or in the focal 
plane of an eyepiece. Tile two most important crises in 
which this may affect the efficiency of the lens are in its use 
as objective of telescope or collimator. In these cases it is 
the separation of the one set of principal foci which is 
important. This separation may be estimated as follows : -  

The distances from the lens to the second princioal loci 
are determined by setting the arbitrary parameter equal to 
zero in (16) and (18), giving 

0 =  - - K  . FN +(1  +k'tndn2~), 

0 = -- K '  . lYN + (1 + k't/nl) , 

from which the distance between the feel is equal to 

U2t(nl ~ -  n~ ~) /n22nt KK' .  

In a quartz lens of say about 20 era. focal length and 
sm'faces of' equal curvature, this amounts to about "00J of 
the thickness, and in a calcite lens of the same power to 
about "037 of the thickness. The separation is thus un- 
important in quartz lenses of less than about "5 cm. thickness 
except for tho highest magnifications. 

This separation of the second principal tbci dis~lppears 
when the first surface of the lens is plane, so that plane 
wt~ves are unchanged in shape until the second surface is 
passed, but in this case the separation of the first principal 
tbci is proportionately greater on account of the fact that the 
whole of the dioptric power is produced at the one surface. 
Similar considerations would show that the separation of the 
first principal loci would be zero for a lens with the  second 
surface plane. The fact of double refraction requires, 
therefore, that  the objectives of collimator and telescope be 
piano-convex and that the lenses be placed with plane 
ikces out. 

6. Image-formation by direct refraction by uniaxial crystals 
cut so that the optic axis is at right angles to t]~e geometrical 
axis of the rej~acting system.~For such examples of refraction 
of the extraordinary wave, the part of the spheroid presented 
to the refracting surface lies in the neighbourhood of zero 
latitude. The curvatures in normal sections in this part of 
the wave-front are unequal, so that on refraction by a 
symmetrical system an astigmatic image will be formed. 
Since the principal curvatures lie in and at right angles to 

Phil. May. S. 6. Vol. 32. ]No. 188. Aug. 1916. S 
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258 Profl H. F. Dawes on Image 

the plane of the meridian, the, focal lines, which are deter- 
mined by these curvatures, will be at right angles to and 
parallel to the axis of revolution, and hence at right angles 
to and parallel to the optic axis of the crystal. Thus in 
fig. 4, which represents the extraordinary wave from a 

Fig. 4. 

X 

Sec~'o. 1 

. - u  

Z 

point P, the optic axis of the crystal is parallel to the x-axis 
and the geometrical axis of the re~racting system lies along 
file z-axis. The wave travels with the velocity a along the 
optic axis and with the velocity c at right angles to it, so 
that the section by the zy-plane is the equatorial circle and 
that by the zx-plane the meridiona] ellipse. The focal line 
corresponding to the former section is parallel to the x-axis 
and intersects the z-axis at the image-point, as determined 
for a spherical wave of tile same curvature travelling with 
the same velocity in an isotropic substance. Similarly, the 
focal line corresponding to the meridional section is parallel 
to the y-axis, and its point of intersection with the z-axis is 
the same as if this wave were spheroidal about this line as 
axis of revolution. The position of this point of intersection 
will therefore be determined in accol'dance with the principles 
which we have been considering in previous sections ; the 
necessary modification of the formulae will consist simply in 
interchanging the indices nz and n:, since the velocities a 
and c are now interchanged with reference to the incident 
wave-front. 
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Formation b S Crystalline kledla. 259 

Keeping these observations in mind, the following con- 
clusions may be easily deduced : - -  

(1)* For an object-point within a crystal at a distance p 
from a plane refracting surface. 

Distance from surface to : 

(a) focal line parallel to axis �9 �9 p/a2 ; 
r focal line at right angles to axis, pn2/nl 2 ; 
(c) ordinary image . . . . . .  p/nl. 

(2) .For a lens of crqstal. 
The powers of the first and second surfaces and of the lens 

as a whole are : - -  

(a) for pencils of ordinary light : 

k l=  n 1 - 1 ,  k~-----,l--nl K=kl+k2+klk2 t /nx;  
'r 8 

(b) for focal lines parallel to the optic axis of tile crystal, 
as governed by the circular section of the wave-surface: 

kl' = ",2-- 1, k~'= 1-- n2, K'  = kt' + k2' + kx'k~'t/n~ ; 
q~ 8 

(c) for focal lines at r ight angles to optic axis, governed 
by elliptic section of wave-front : 

kt" = ~2-- 1, k2tt - -  1 - -  n 2  K t t  .~. ka tt -4- k~ tt -4- kx~ '. 

Knowing the values of the powers for these cases, the 
positions of the sets of cardinal points of the lens and the 
formulae relating object to image positions may be written 
down in accordance with the standard formulse for these 
quant i t ies ,~i t  was shown in the discussion of Section 5 that 
these formulae in a modified form apply to the refraction of 
the elliptic wave. 

I t  will be seen th.qt the powers of the individual refracting 
surfaces are the same for both the principal sections of the 
wave-front. The powers of the lens as a whole differ, 
however, in the term which involves the thickness, so that 
the amount of the astigmatism is governed by the thickness ; 
it' the thickness is negligible the focal lines "degenerate into 
a point and the emerging pencil remains homocentric. The 
powers for the ordinary and extraordinary waves are, how- 
ever, essentially different for each sur[ace and for the lens 
as a whole. There are therefore always two image series 
for a lens of crystal cut as described in this section. 

�9 Included in Stokes's discussion. 
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260 Image Formation b q Crjtstalline 3ledia. 

Crjtstalline Components in a Lens System. 
Whenever a crystalline eomponent,--lens or plane-parallel 

plat%--whieh produces two image series is incorporated into 
a lens system, the system as a whole will of course produce 
two series of images. For example, for a doublet consisting 
of a lens of crystal of powers K'  and K "  and a lens of glass 
of power K,  tile combination will have the powers K ' +  K 
and K ' + K .  I t  is evident that the relative valuos of the 
powers of such a combination may be made almost any- 
thing one wishes ; one of the values may even be made zero 
by choosing the glass lens of power equal and opposite to that 
of the selected crystal power. In this case the other power 
will be the difference K ' - - K "  of the powers of the crystal 
lens. 

Again, it wilt not be possible to produce an achromatic 
doublet which will at the same time correct the chromatic 
aberration of' both powers of a lens of cryst'd. I f  co ~, w", o,, 
are the dispersions for the ordinary and extraordinary powers 
of the crystalline lens and of the glass lens combined with 
it, and K',  K ' ,  K the corresponding mean powers, the 
chron,atic aberrations o'f the powers of the combination are 

t o ' K ' + w K ,  and ~,"K"+o~K. 
I f  the values of oJ and K are so chosen that  one of these 

is zero in accordance with the ordinary princil,les of 
Geometrical Optics, the value of the other will be 

e"K~r_~VK ', 

and this will not likely happen to be zero. In the case of a 
lens of Iceland spar, of which the  principal indices are about 
1"66 and 1"49 and the dispersions for the D - F  lines "014 
and "0088, tiffs outstanding chromatic aberration will be 
-- '0051 (1/r--l[s), or abo.ut "02 of the power or' the com- 
bination if the glass lens has the index 1"62 and the 
dispersion "02. 

Summary. 
Laws for the im.qge position are deveIo[~ed for a number 

o[ typical cases of imago formation by the extraordinary 
rays in uniaxial crystals. 

I t  will be noticed that in the examples of light travelling 
along the axis of the crystal, the thickness of the crystal 
traversed enters into the expressions [or image position as if 
the index were ne2/nl as compared with isotropic substances; 
~11 and n~ are the principal indices of the crystal. This 
quantity may be considered a sort of pseudo-index applicable 
to such cases. 

I t  is shown that lenses of crystal will in general form two 
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series o f  images cor responding  to the two sets of waves ; 
the  laws for the image  series due to the ex t raord inary  
waves correspond to those for lenses of  isotropic substance, 
and the expressions are found for  the dioptric power.  ~t'he 
question of the use of crysta!  components  in lens systems is 
also considered briefly. 

Physical Laboratory, 
University of Toronto, 

May 2, 1916. 

X X X I .  _Notices respeoting _New Books. 

.An Introduction to the .Mechanics of Fluids. By EDwr~ H. BA~To~ ~, 
D.Sc., F.I~.S.E. Pp. x iv+249.  With diagrams and examples. 
Longmans, Groen& Co. : London. ] 915. 6s. net. 

I T is somewhat difficult to write a book on elementary mechanics 
which shall present any very novel feature. But there are traits 

of this one which are ceriainly novel, and, which is still better, novel 
in an attractive way. One of these characteristics is that  while 
the calculus is avoided it is replaced, not by the very artificial 
methods with which ~e are all so familiar, but by a method of 
summation which forms one of the best possible introductions to 
the calculus itself. This is a very great gain. The most inter- 
esting part of the book is that dealing with applications of the 
mechanics of fluids in technical practice. We have never come 
across so complete and satisfactory an account of the different 
forms of suction and compression pumps, rams, Bonrdon and 
other gauges, water-wheels, presses, lifts, cranes, turbines, drills, 
brakes, &e. We commend this part in particular to school 
teachers ; nothing could be better calculated to stimulate and at 
the same time to instruct the youthful mind. 

The introduction to mechanics is in general very logical. One 
or two very minor points made the reviewer hesitate for a moment. 
The first page scarcely brings out the fact that a liquid opposes 
no perrnane~t resistance to change of shape. To talk of very 
small resistan, ces scarcely meets the case. In  consequence of 
this inadequate statement it will not be evident (as it is stated 
to be) that  viscosity " need not enter into our account when 
considering any fluids at rest in equilibrium." 

A gain, is it a matter of such indifference what definitions are given 
of mass and force ? The inadequacy of Newton's treatment of 
mass arises from the fact that although the masses (or quantities 
of matter) os the same substance may be taken as proportional 
to their volumes, we cannot pass from these cases to ~ses  in 
which the material is different,. 

I t  must  further  be remembered that those who are driven to 
define force with reference to our muscular sensations are not 
only illogical, but are wrong;  because, as every psychologist 
lcnows, our sensations of force are not proportional to the equivalent 
forces measured mechanically. 
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